Reversible expression of tryptases in continuous L138.8A mast cells.
It has been established that mast cells can alter their expression of granule chymases and tryptases in vivo. In vitro, a reversible cytokine regulation has so far only been demonstrated for chymases. We now show a reversible and cytokine-regulated expression of the tryptases MMCP-6 and MMCP-7 and of the chymases MMCP-1, MMCP-2 and MMCP-4 in the continuous murine mast cell line L138.8A. The L138.8A mast cells lacked expression of mRNA for mast cell-specific proteases when cultured in IL-3, and only 49% and 41% of the cells were c-kit+ and FcepsilonRI+, respectively, by flow cytometry. Kit-ligand/stem cell factor induced synthesis of the chymase MMCP-4 and the tryptases MMCP-6 and MMCP-7 and increased the fraction of c-kit+ and FcepsilonRI+ L138.8A cells to >70%. Kit-ligand-induced tryptase expression was suppressed in the presence of IL-3 or IL-9, and reversed after withdrawal of kit-ligand. IL-9 or IL-3/IL-10 promoted the formation of Alcian blue+ granules and increased the fraction of c-kit+ and FcepsilonRI+ L138.8A cells to >90%. IL-9 further induced the expression of the chymases MMCP-1, MMCP-2 and MMCP-4. Thus, the immature mast cell line L138.8A has the capacity to modulate both tryptase and chymase expression and represents the first model system to analyze the molecular regulation of tryptase expression in vitro.